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Bat 21 1988, directed by Peter Markle | Film review
Jolly Greens forever Bat 21 was a very informative book revealing the very hazardous missions the
Jollies flew attempting to rescue downed airman. I was a Naval aviator during the Vietnam crisis flying
A4’s from the deck of the USS Intrepid. Before each and every mission over N. Vietnam I had full
confidence I would be rescued by the Jollies had I been shot down and survived.
BAT 21 - VNAF MAMN
Synopsis. Based on a true story, Bat 21 follows the harrowing adventures of Lt. Colonel Iceal Hambleton
(Gene Hackman), whose plane is shot down over enemy territory while on reconnaissance behind enemy lines
in Vietnam.Because Hambleton used to call the shots from behind a desk, he lacks combat survival
experience and is forced to adapt while the enemy surrounds him on all sides.
Bat 21 by William C. Anderson - Goodreads
Bat 21 is a movie I come back to every few years. There are only a small number of movies that I seek
out to watch more than once. While not the most theatrically outstanding movie I found the story of
loyalty, sacrifice, and dedication on Capt. Clark's part and the forced awaking of Lt Col. Hambleton to
the reality of the Vietnam war up close and personal.
Bat*21 - Wikipedia
"BAT*21" is the kind of lean, no-nonsense war film Hollywood used to make back before the subject became
burdened with metaphysical insights. January 1, 2000 ...
Bat 21 | Fandango
Bat*21 (1988) Plot. Showing all 3 items Jump to: Summaries (3) Summaries. During the Vietnam War,
Colonel Hambleton's aircraft is shot down over enemy territory and a frantic rescue operation ensues.
—nufs68 ...
Rescue of Bat 21 Bravo - Wikipedia
“BAT*21” is the kind of lean, no-nonsense war film Hollywood used to make back before the subject became
burdened with metaphysical insights. It's the story of a middle-aged Air Force colonel's attempt to
survive behind enemy lines, where he has no business being in the first place, and about how a stubborn
spotter pilot returns time and again in a light aircraft to keep his spirits up.
Bat 21 | Movies.com
It was for this reason that a Skymaster earned appearance on the film BAT 21 (1988) with Gene Hackman
and Danny Glover on the cast unfolding on the screen a daring rescue mission (based on the actual event)
when US electronic weapons expert LT. Col. Iceal E. Hambleton was downed on an EB-66 electronic warfare
aircraft following a surface-to-air ...
The Rescue of Bat 21 by Darrel D. Whitcomb
Bat 21 Synopsis. Read Full Synopsis Cast + Crew Peter Markle Director Gene Hackman Lt. Col. Iceal
Hambleton Danny Glover Capt. Bartholomew Clark Jerry Reed Col. George Walker David Marshall Grant ...
Bat*21 (1988) - IMDb
Bat*21 is a 1988 American war film directed by Peter Markle, and adapted from the book by William C.
Anderson, novelist and retired United States Air Force colonel. Set during the Vietnam War, the film is
a dramatization based upon the rescue of a U.S. air navigator shot down behind enemy lines in
Vietnam.The film stars Gene Hackman and Danny Glover with Jerry Reed, David Marshall Grant ...
Bat*21 : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet ...
The saga of the rescue of BAT-21 Bravo was completed. The ordeal of Lieutenant Colonel Hambleton would
be written about, even featured in a popular movie starring Gene Hackman as the downed navigator, and
Danny Glover as his friendly voice in the sky. Retired, "Gene" Hambleton is a popular speaker who makes
his home in the state of Arizona.
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Watch Bat 21 | Prime Video
During the last days of the Vietnam War, USAF Lieutenant Colonel Iceal E. "Gene" Hambleton (Gene
Hackman) call sign BAT-21 Bravo, is flying onboard a EB-66C ...
Bat 21 (DVD) - Walmart.com - Walmart.com
"Bat 21" is an exciting thriller about survival. And it also manages to say something about the victims
of war, and how distance makes the difference to the soldier.
Cessna 337 Skymaster: The Plane from BAT 21
An unsatisfactory mix of low-key heroics, buddy-buddy humour, and anti-war sentiment, this downbeat
Vietnam pic has reconnaissance expert Hackman (codename Bat 21) - a career colonel with no ...
Bat*21 movie review & film summary (1988) | Roger Ebert
An avid golfer, it describes how he survived and finally got rescued by transmitting his location by way
describing his intentions by comparing to holes at golf courses. This book closely follows the movie
"Bat*21" Starring Gene Hackman and Danny Glover. The Rescue of Bat 21 by Darrel D. Whitcomb is the nonfiction book of the same account.

Bat 21
Directed by Peter Markle. With Gene Hackman, Danny Glover, Jerry Reed, David Marshall Grant. During the
Vietnam War, Colonel Hambleton's aircraft is shot down over enemy territory and a frantic rescue
operation ensues.
Bat 21 - YouTube
Bat*21 is a 1988 war film directed by Peter Markle, and adapted from the book by William C.. Anderson,
novelist and retired United States Air Force colonel. Set during the Vietnam War, the film is a
dramatization based upon the rescue of a U.S. signals intelligence expert shot down behind enemy lines
in Vietnam.
Bat 21 (1988) - Rotten Tomatoes
The rescue of Bat 21 Bravo, the call sign for Iceal "Gene" Hambleton, a navigator aboard an EB-66
aircraft shot down behind North Vietnamese lines, was the "largest, longest, and most complex search-andrescue" operation during the Vietnam War. Five additional aircraft were shot down during rescue
attempts, directly resulting in the deaths of 11 airmen, the capture of two others, and another ...
Bat*21 (1988) - Plot Summary
Bat 21 (DVD) Average Rating:
Century Studios. R. $11.17 $
by MovieMars. Return policy.

- IMDb
(5.0) stars out of 5 stars 4 ratings, based on 4 reviews. 1 comment. 20th
11. 17 $11.17 $ 11. 17. Qty: Show delivery & pickup options. Sold & shipped
Add to list. Add to registry.
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